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A successful infiltration of the un-
scrupulous - Keelung Reconnais-
sance Brigade uncovered under-
ground arsenal factory

|      
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T he Keelung Reconnaissance Brigade of the North Coast Patrol

Office was joined by Taipei City Police Department on June 9,

2005 to uncover a taxi cab driver, surnamed Cheng, in possession of

weaponry found on section 5 of Hsin Hai Road in Taipei, and seized six

modified #92 Hwashan handguns, consisting of one gun holder, one

complete gun and four semi-finished guns, 70 modified bullets, 2 res-

cue signal bullets, and a variety of gun and bullet parts, in addition to a

batch of modifying tools in Cheng's house. The crackdown action has

not only successfully infiltrated the unscrupulous, but also effectively

curtailed weaponry crime that put public safety in jeopardy.

The Keelung Reconnaissance Brigade of the North Coast Patrol

Office had received reliable tips, during the period of investigation into

suspect Lin XX's drug pedaling case, that a Taipei cab driver surnamed

Cheng was armed with guns, and involved himself in illicit maneuvers

of loan sharking, debt collecting with violent force, modifying weap-

ons for profiting. The brigade soon joined the operative units including

the Taipei City Police Department to form a task force to investigate the

case. At 1:20PM in the afternoon of June 9, the cab driven by the suspect

was found by section-5 of Hsin Hai Road, Taipei, where task force team

members were proceeding to question the suspect, and found the arm-

rest compartment of four guns with modified bullet path, bullet parts

and modifying tools in the glove box beside the wheel seat. Thereafter,

at the suspect's residence at San Ho Road, Sanchung, more modified

guns, modified bullets, a host of gun and bullet parts and modifying
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tools were found, making it no less than an underground arsenal.

Upon being arrested, the suspect confessed that the modified guns

were intended for his own collection; however, tips received by the

brigade were tangible and precise, coupled with the ample evidence

of hoards of modified tools, guns and parts found at the scene, would

present sufficient grounds to charge the case for violating the Guns,

Artillery, Explosive and Weaponry Control Act, pending further in-

vestigation by the Panchiao District Public Prosecutors Office.

In these recent years, as the types of trafficking crimes con-

tinue to reinvent themselves, the Keelung Reconnaissance Brigade

of the North Coast Patrol Office not only continues to follow up case

leads upholding the instructions coming from the minister, general

director and bureau chief, and under the keen leadership of brigade

leader Chen Shan-yi, it has also in numerous occasions been able to

seize the latest criminal activities for how it maintains a fine rela-

tionship with the fishermen, local gentries and collaboration units,

working hard to infiltrate crime and contribute toward enforcing

law and order, by fully utilizing various resources and upholding

an administration ideology of an opened sea, public service and se-

curity reassurance.

(The author is a member of the Keelung Reconnaissance Brigade)

Keelung Reconnaissance Brigade members uncovered modified guns,
bullets, a host of weaponry, bullet parts and modifying tools at suspect
Cheng XX's rental housing, which resembles an underground arsenal.

The suspect was taken back to Keelung Re-
connaissance Brigade, and a snapshot of
the associates continuing to inventory the
guns and weaponry.
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